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Witzige Dialoge haben sich Schüler und Schülerinnen der 6c einfallen lassen. Hier ein Beispiel:
Yes, we can
Three friends come in the restaurant.
Vanni: Yes, please?
Franzi: hello, Ist the table over there free?
Vanni: Yes, it is.
They sit down.
Nele: What about the next party? Is it at your house?
Tabi: Yes, it is.
Franzi: Who comes to your party?
Tabi: Sophie, Sonja, Mary…
Fanzi, Oh, great!
Nele: What do we want to eat on your party?
Vanni: Yes, please?
Nele: What’ s about a tomato and mozerelle salad for the starter?
Tabi: Oh, yes. And to drink coke, fanta and sprite, maybe?
Franzi: Can we take orange juice, too?
Nele: Yes, we can.
Tabi: And what for the main course?
Franzi: I see on the menu a mediterrenean vegetable and spinach tart. I have a recipe for it.
Nele: ok, can we habe a chicken caesar sald, too? It’ s my favourite salad.
Tabi:It’ sokay. But I don’t’t like this salad. I would like a beef burger? And than?
Franzi: A dark chocolate mousse, please!
Nele: And a big white chocolate and strawberry cheesecake. I had it on my last birthday party.
Vanni: ok.
Franzi: I think your guests are all nice. I hope we have a great party.

Nele: I think, Tina is the nicest.
Tabi: Yes, she ist. She comes from Hamburg.
Franzi: Oh, She is a hämbörger!
Nele: No. The name of people from Hamburg ist Hamburger. Not hämbörger.

Nele: Excuse me. Can we have thee cappuccinos, please?
Vanni: ok.
Nele. Thank you.
Vanni comes with the coffee.
Franzi: Thanks. Can we have the bill, please.
Tabi: The coffee is very deliscious.
Vani: Ok. Wait a minute. ……… the bill:
TabI: Oh, my god!
Nele. What’ s up??
Tabi: Here !!
Franzi: It is too expensive!! Sixty pounds!
Nele: Excuse me. What’ s that? We didn’t order all that!
Vanni: But you order that. Believe me!
They pay and go away……angry

